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introduction
Introduction Blockchain is an implementation of a fault
tolerant replicated state machine. Current publicly available
blockchains do not rely on time, or make a weak
assumption about the participants abilities to keep time.
Each node in the network usually relies on their own local
clock without knowledge of any other participants clocks in
the network. The lack of a trusted source of time means
that when a message timestamp is used to accept or reject
a message, there is no guarantee that every other
participant in the network will make the exact same choice.
The PoH presented here is designed to create a ledger with
verifiable passage of time, i.e. duration between events and
message ordering. It is anticipated that every node in the
network will be able to rely on the recorded passage of
time in the ledger without trust.
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Background
In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto’s paper ‘Bitcoin: A Peer-to- Peer
Electronic Cash System’ revolutionised the digital finance
sector, upheaving traditional, long-standing and outdated
financial systems. ‘What is needed is an electronic payment
system based on cryptographic proof instead of trust,
allowing any two willing parties to transact directly with each
other without the need for a trusted third party.’
Since this discourse, we have witnessed the global aggressive
development and implementation of blockchain and
cryptocurrency as decentralised trading avenues and other
finance utilities. It has not been confined to this area, however,
with exploration surrounding governance, data storage and
cross-border payments ongoing to utilise the scalability and
security for modern day applications.
Blockchain appears to be the solution for the future:
Peers have a single shared ledger
Smart contracts eliminate need for third parties
Increases efficiency, transparency and reduces human
error.
Within the last 5 years alone, the global cryptocurrency
market cap has grown from just under
$13B USD to $1.4T USD between July
2016-2021, an increase of more
than 10,000%, reaching a peak
of $2.5T USD. Further evidence
of growing global adoption is
reflected in the exponential
growth in number of blockchain
wallets from 8 million to
74.5 million within the same time frame.
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Mission
To make investing in cryptocurrency and easy and simple as
possible.

Vision
To be a global company and help every
cryptocurrency investor make the correct
decisions with advice and intensive
research.

Tokenomics
There is a buy and sell tax of 12% this is distributed as.

Buy tax 4% Liquidity pool
2% Marketing
6% BUSD reward

Sell tax 4% Liquidity pool
2% Marketing
6% BUSD reward

Total supply of tokens is - 100Billion
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Roadmap
Our strategy
Q2 2022
KYC and Audit
Stealth fair launch 7th May
Launch on Pancakeswap
Start to develop app
List on CMC and CG
Q3 2022
Launch P2E game
Start designing VIP signal service
Q4 2022
Launch VIP signal service
Aim to team up with other crypto businesses
Look into NFT marketing
Beyond
Create a global community to improve and teach
investment skills
Become a self trading exchange so everything is in one
place.
Look at releasing NFT marketing on the app
P2E game researched and released
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Executive Summary
Over the last decade, the development, adoption and
expansion of blockchain and its applications has redefined
the FinTech and DeFi ecosystem. With seemingly no end to
the exponential growth, rising adoption from institutions and
increasing regulatory body scrutiny, cryptocurrency will
remain at the pinnacle of Finance and Technology.

What exactly is cryptocurrency?
Cryptocurrency is a digital, virtual currency secured using
cryptographic methods and run on their native blockchain
(Bitcoin and Ethereum). Crypto tokens are virtual currency
tokens or a denomination of a cryptocurrency built on an
existing blockchain. Its decentralised nature is what allows
these currencies to exist beyond the reach of government
or central authorities.
FinTech criminals are rapidly evolving their old-fashioned
tactics in order to survive and continue to victimise
unwitting investors. In an era where societal norms have
been uprooted, this shift to digital financial crime sparks an
equally motivated driving force to protect the best interests
of the community. EasyCrypto is designing an app to
conquer the problems within cryptocurrency making it
simple and easy to understand. The app will aim to keep
investors safer while investing aswell teaching them the
basics with how to use guides.
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About us
EasyCrypro aims to make investing easier for new/old
investors. We will be creating an app with all the
basic/advanced needs for cryptocurrency. The end goal for
EasyCrypto is for the app to be used world wide by old and
new investors, the app will have wallet connect on and you will
be able to trade on there. There is going to be a VIP service for
the app which will come in a form of how much EasyCrypto
(EASY) the person owns.
EasyCrypro is also going to release FREE crypto advice 3-5
times a week to help people invest wisely. We are also planning
on doing a VIP paid system in Q4 2022.
EasyCrypto holders receive 2% reflection reward.
Into the future EasyCrypto hopes to become an exchange on
its own so everything is all in one place and people find it
easier to invest.
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Disclaimer
Legal Disclaimer Nothing in this White Paper is an offer to sell, or the
solicitation of an offer to buy, any tokens. EasyCrypto is publishing
this White Paper solely to receive feedback and comments from the
public. If and when EasyCrypto offers for sale any tokens (or a Simple
Agreement for Future Tokens), it will do so through definitive offering
documents, including a disclosure document and risk factors. Those
definitive documents also are expected to include an updated
version of this White Paper, which may differ significantly from the
current version. If and when EasyCrypto makes such an offering in
the United States, the offering likely will be available solely to
accredited investors. Nothing in this White Paper should be treated or
read as a guarantee or promise of how EasyCrypt’s business or the
tokens will develop or of the utility or value of the tokens. This White
Paper outlines current plans, which could change at its discretion,
and the success of which will depend on many factors outside
EasyCrypt’s control, including market-based factors and factors
within the data and cryptocurrency industries, among others. Any
statements about future events are based solely on EasyCrypto’s
analysis of the issues described in this White Paper. That analysis
may prove to be incorrect.
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